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Abstract
Hotel websites display textual and non-textual strategies with the aim of turning online visitors into 
customers. This article focuses on two related textual aspects: how consumers are discursively 
construed and how conditional constructions are used in order to persuade and convince 
consumers of the adequacy of the hotel. The framework adopted for the analysis combines 
Stern’s notion of ‘implied consumer’ with a corpus-driven approach. The corpus data comprises 
114 British hotel websites and totals half a million words. This is a subcorpus of COMETVAL, a 
database compiled at the University of València. The results reveal the importance of a number 
of words that address consumers directly or indirectly. These words intertwine with others to 
form patterns that help establish a bond between hoteliers and their clients. Further exploration 
of the corpus confirmed that some conditional sequences such as if you and should you are used 
by advertisers to speculate about the needs and wishes of consumers that the hotel can fulfil for 
them. The analysis suggests that conditional structures are a distinctive discursive characteristic 
strongly associated with the dialogic nature of the discourse hotel websites.
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Introduction

Hotel websites, an example of promotional advertising discourse in tourism, display an 
array of textual and non-textual strategies whose overall purpose is to persuade website 
visitors to become customers. There are two primary aims to this study: first, to explore 
how the implied consumer is textually construed and addressed in the advertising copies 
of hotel websites; and, second, to assess the use of conditional constructions with the 
pronoun you as a discursive strategy to engage the implied consumer in a direct dialogue 
with the persona. The persona represents the hoteliers while the implied consumers are 
‘the imaginary message recipients to whom the advertiser addresses’. To our knowledge, 
these discourse strategies have not received sufficient attention in the literature on tour-
ism advertising.

The framework adopted for the analysis combined Stern’s (1994) revised model of 
communication, in particular, her notion of implied consumer, with a Corpus Assisted 
Discourse Approach (CADS) (cf. Baker, 2015; Partington et al., 2013). The study corpus 
comprises 114 British hotel websites (BHW) and totals half a million words. This is a 
subcorpus of COMETVAL, a database compiled at the University of València. 
COMETVAL contains samples of tourism discourses in three languages (French, Spanish 
and English). The total number of words in this database is 7 million words.

The analysis was both quantitative and qualitative. The results revealed that there are 
a variety of words used to refer to the implied consumer, among which the pronoun you 
had an unusually high frequency, in particular in bigrams such as if you. A comparison 
with a larger reference corpus, the British English 2006 (BE06), confirmed that condi-
tional constructions constitute a significant discursive characteristic strongly associated 
with the interpersonal dialogic nature of the discourse of hotel websites. One of the main 
functions of conditionals is to engage potential clients in considering a series of hypo-
thetical situations in which the hotel gives instructions, specifies requirements and 
informs on products and services that can satisfy their customers’ needs and wishes.

This article has been organised as follows. First, there is an overview of the literature 
on hotel websites and their relevance in the discourse of tourism. This is followed by a 
description of the corpus data and the methodology applied in the quantitative and quali-
tative analyses. We then explore how clients are textually constructed and how condi-
tionals contribute to establish a dialogue between clients and hoteliers. Special attention 
is paid to the description of the bigrams if you and should you. Finally, the conclusion 
summarises some of the most relevant points of this research.

Hotel websites, tourism and advertising

A recent report published by the World Tourism Organisation (2014) suggests that Internet 
users visit an average of ‘14 different travel-related sites with about three visits per site, 
and carry out nine-related searches on search engines’ (p. 6) before making their final 
choice regarding accommodation. Buhalis and Hyun Jun (2011) define e-hospitality as 
the use that hotels make of the Internet as a marketing distribution channel. They highlight 
two crucial advantages of e-hospitality for hotel promotion. First, that the Internet ensures 
hoteliers a global presence that enables both individual customers and the travel trade to 
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access accurate information while providing easy, efficient, inexpensive and reliable ways 
of making and confirming reservations. Second, that hoteliers can make use of carefully 
designed websites to guide the onlooker’s attention (cf. Nekić, 2015: 35–36). However, as 
Buhalis and Hyun Jun (2011) underscored, hoteliers no longer exert full control of the 
information about their hotel. Nowadays, social networks, online travel agents, review 
websites (e.g. TripAdvisor, Twitter) and previous customers have become an active ele-
ment in the advertising process itself (cf. Buhalis and Hyun Jun, 2011: 28) and are power-
ful alternative sources of information about the quality of hotels. Nevertheless, as 
suggested in Qi et al.’s (2013) study, the individual hotel website, the object of study of 
this article, is still a popular channel for information and reservation purposes.

Like many other tourism text-types, hotel websites can be classified as an example of 
advertising, whose primary aim is to persuade potential consumers to purchase products 
and services (see Bhatia, 2005; Friestad and Wright, 1994; Ham et al., 2015; Nelson and 
Ham, 2012). In this regard, websites are crucial marketing channels designed to build 
interpersonal relations with potential clients by interpreting their preferences and needs. 
With this purpose in mind, hotels organise their websites into different viewing areas that 
foreground or background carefully selected features (Calvi, 2016; Cho, 2015; Dann, 
1996; Huang, 2008; Manganari et al., 2012; Montoya-Weiss et al., 2003; Nekić, 2015), 
whose purpose is to attract the highest possible number of customers. Texts within hotel 
websites can be classified as either promotional or non-promotional, each text type being 
strategically allocated in different parts of the website. Non-promotional texts ‘deal with 
legal issues concerning the rights and obligations of the service providers and customers’ 
(Fuster-Márquez and Pennock-Speck, 2015: 55) and come under headings such as terms 
and conditions, privacy policy or cancellation (policies). These texts occupy the mar-
ginal areas of websites, and are usually long and devoid of multimedia support. 
Promotional texts, on the other hand, are core features of a hotel website and include, 
among others, details of accommodation, offers, access to a reservation system, photo 
galleries, information about complementary services, locations and attractions of the 
area and often reviews of previous customers. This distinction between promotional and 
non-promotional texts has bearings on our ensuing discussion of the role of consumers 
and the discourse meanings of conditionals in the BHW.

Data and procedure

A corpus of 490,899 words, found on 114 BHW, is the data source of this study. The data 
were gathered between 2012 and 2014, and are a part of COMETVAL, a database com-
piled at the University of Valencia which contains a sample of over 7 million words of 
public and private tourism websites in Spanish, English and French.

The framework adopted for the analysis is a Corpus Assisted Discourse Approach, 
often referred to in the literature as CADS (cf. Baker, 2015; Partington et al., 2013). In a 
recent contribution, Baker and McEnery (2015) advocate for such an approach, highlight-
ing that corpus linguistics offers a powerful methodology for the analysis of discourse, 
allowing researchers to identify regularities in large collections of texts. Many researchers 
have stressed that a major advantage of a corpus methodology is that it helps to detect 
typical discourse patterns, showing the preferences not of individuals, not of particular 
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texts, but of whole communities of practice (cf. Baker et al., 2008; Gabrielatos and Baker, 
2008; Hyland, 2009; Partington et al., 2013; Stubbs, 1996). In this article, discourse is 
understood as a series of ‘recurrent phrases and conventional ways of talking, which cir-
culate in the social world, and which form a constellation of repeated meanings’ (Stubbs, 
1996: 158), since it has been observed that ‘different text-types are repetitive in different 
ways and to different extents’ (Stubbs and Barth, 2003: 62). Therefore, text-types can be 
distinguished by their preferences for individual words, sequences and/or grammatical 
constructions which reveal the existence of discourse choices.

Research within a CADS approach usually requires the compilation of ad hoc cor-
pora, which is explored using techniques developed within corpus linguistics. These 
techniques have been found to be particularly useful when large amounts of data need 
to be explored, since they help to uncover meanings and patterns not evident to the 
‘naked-eye perusal’ (Partington et al., 2013: 11). Furthermore, CADS is comparative 
in essence and combines quantitative and qualitative methods. The qualitative analysis 
usually pays attention to concordances and is strengthened with quantitative methods, 
such as those provided by the observation of word frequencies, keyword or ngram 
analysis. As Hunston (2011) asserts, there are compelling arguments in favour of com-
bining quantitative and qualitative approaches. In her view, ‘[i]t would be inaccurate 
to see the qualitative and quantitative traditions as opposed to each other or as mutu-
ally exclusive’ (Hunston, 2011: 50).

As Neumann (2003) highlights, ‘the specific properties of a given register only 
become visible when compared to a mixture of other registers serving as a tertium 
comparationis’ (p. 86). In the present analysis, features of the BHW corpus were com-
pared with the same ones in the British English 2006 (BE06) corpus. The BE06, com-
piled by Baker (2009) contains 1,147,097 words of contemporary written British 
English. Its architecture is based on the design of the Brown Corpus (i.e. 2000 word 
samples from 500 website texts). The BE06 is composed of a mixture of written regis-
ters of selected samples of contemporary British English; most of the texts were pro-
duced between 2005 and 2007. The BE06 was accessed through the CQP Web 
(UCREL), whereas the BHW was processed with AntConc 3.5.0, a toolkit for corpus 
analysis designed by Laurence Anthony (2017). When comparing the two corpora, 
both absolute and relative (normalised) frequencies, as well as distribution (range of 
hotel websites) were taken into account.

The first step of the analysis was to extract and examine all the words that referred to 
potential clients (e.g. guests, customers, users). A corpus-driven approach was followed 
in order to decide which lexical items and ngram(s) were particularly relevant (Biber, 
2009: 196). The most striking result to emerge from the data was the high frequency of 
the pronoun you, notably as part of the bigram if you. Consequently, we decided to exam-
ine in detail the discourse function of conditionals in the BHW.

The framework for the analysis of ‘customer’ words drew on the categories 
described by Stern (1994, 1996) in her model of communication, which was originally 
developed for the analysis of advertising. It was complemented with insights from 
Hyland’s (2001, 2005a) research on interpersonal communication. Regarding the clas-
sification and meaning of conditionals, a variety of sources were consulted: English 
grammars (Biber et al., 1999; Halliday and Mathiessen, 2014; Huddleston and Pullum, 
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2002; Quirk et al., 1985, etc.) together with specific research on conditional construc-
tions in English (Dancygier, 1998; Gabrielatos, 2010, 2013; Simpson, 2001). In vary-
ing degrees, these works have offered valuable observations for the syntactic, semantic 
and pragmatic interpretation of conditionals in the ‘imaginary’ dialogue between hotel-
iers and customers in the BHW.

The notion of implied consumer (Stern 1994–1996)

Following the principles of social constructionism and Systemic Functional linguistic 
(SFL) traditions, Hyland (2005b) claims ‘that all language use is related to specific 
social, cultural and institutional contexts’ (p. 174). SFL conceives language as accom-
plishing three metafunctions: ideational, interpersonal and textual (cf. Halliday and 
Matthiessen, 2014). The interpersonal function focuses on how we enact our personal 
and social relationships through language with the people around us: ‘[i]nterpersonally, 
a text is a series of exchanges between speaker and addressee – even if it is a one-sided 
monologue that is essentially a series of statements acknowledged silently by the 
addressee’ (cf. Halliday and Matthiessen, 2014: 45). Hyland’s conception of metadis-
course (cf. Hyland, 2005a, 2005b; Hyland and Jiang, 2016) may be seen as a develop-
ment of the interpersonal metafunction described in SFL. In Hyland’s model, engagement 
is reader-oriented and brings readers into discourse. Engagement is explicitly marked by 
the textual presence of readers in discourse by means of questions, reader pronouns, 
directives, appeals to shared knowledge and personal asides. However, as argued by 
Degaetano and Teich (2011) ‘there is no comprehensive or uniform picture of the lexico-
grammatical expression of interpersonal meaning and our understanding of it remains 
fairly fragmentary’ (p. 57).

Hyland’s development of engagement in discourse shares strong affinities with Stern’s 
model. Stern’s (1994) multidimensional model of advertising, conceptually indebted to 
Bakhtin (1981), is adequate to understand how interpersonal communication between 
hoteliers and potential consumers is enacted on hotel websites. As illustrated in Figure 1, 
the model describes three types of participants in the complex interactional process of 
advertising communication (the sponsor, the author and the persona), and three multidi-
mensional levels (source, commercial message and consumers) (Stern, 1994: 10). The 
advertisers or sponsors are the market representatives who exert control over the author; 
that is, the person/s who compose/s the message. Stern maintains that, whereas the spon-
sor and the authors are ‘without-text-real-life figures’, the persona and the implied con-
sumer reside within the textual world (in this case the hotel website). This distinction is 
‘essential to capture the interactivity of the communicative intercourse between advertis-
ers and consumers’ (Stern, 1994: 5). The sponsorial consumers are the advertisers them-
selves who grant approval before the message is presented. The actual consumers are the 
individuals in the real world who comprise the target audience at which advertising aims 
and ‘respond to the message in real-time by means of seeking information or making a 
purchase’ (cf. Miles, 2007). Finally, the implied consumers ‘are the imaginary message 
recipients whom the persona addresses’ (Stern, 1994: 10). While the implied consumers 
represent hotel clients, the persona represents the hotelier(s), the staff and even the build-
ing itself (in this article we use of the holistic forms the hotel or the hotelier to refer to 
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the persona). Due to space constraints, it is not possible to discuss in detail all the multi-
dimensional interactive sources and roles played by the various types of recipients (cf. 
Stern, 1994) in the process of creation and reception of the hotel’s advertising copy. This 
article seeks to examine some of the strategies used to establish a dialogue between the 
persona and the implied consumer, on the hotel websites in the BHW corpus, by explor-
ing the frequency and patterns of the lexical items that refer to potential hotel clients.

Analysis and discussion

The implied consumer in BHW

The first step in the analysis was to obtain a list of key terms in the BHW. For the calcula-
tions, we relied on the log-likelihood algorithm (hereafter LL), and, in addition, effect 
size (log’s ratio) was implemented (p < 0.01). The BE06 was used as the reference cor-
pus for this purpose.1 The resulting top 10 key items are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 includes the top 10 keywords obtained from the exploration of the BHW, that 
is, the words that occur in the target corpus, the BHW,  with a greater frequency than 
expected when compared with a (usually)  larger corpus (the BR06, in this case) (Baker, 
2004; Scott, 1997). The comparison between the BHW and the Br06 showed that, in 
effect, some of the top keywords refer to consumers, namely your, you and guests. While 
words like you, your or please may also be frequent in other kinds of advertising, others 
such as hotel, room(s), guests are clearly associated with the discourse of tourism and 
hotel promotional discourse. Apart from those, the BHW contains a group of words that 
refer to hotel customers, namely person (352), client (164), visitors (145), customer 
(140), delegates (112), user (99), groups (85), traveller (58), arrivals (20) and golfers 
(8).

These results indicate that the way in which hotel clients are referred to varies accord-
ing to context and purpose. Sometimes the hotelier addresses implied consumers as indi-
viduals (person) or as part of a group/s, while it establishes differences between two 
types of consumers, depending on the purpose of their visit: business (delegates) or lei-
sure (visitors, golfers); other times, consumers are named in relation to management 

Figure 1. Adapted from Stern’s (1994: 9) Advertising Model.
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deals (arrivals) or as online users. It is to be noted that in all of the above cases, the 
implied consumer is indirectly addressed in the third person. In what follows, we discuss 
in detail the reasons behind such lexical choices. In this regard, a distinction should be 
made between word forms and lemmas. Word forms, listed in Table 1, represent real 
instances of words in texts, and are given in italics, while lemmas (the singulars and 
plurals of each noun which represent the same word taken together) will be convention-
ally represented by small caps.

The lemma ARRIVAL (446) usually indicates date or time of arrival when used in the 
singular. However, the plural arrivals (20 cases), can be used metaphorically to refer to 
hotel clients, as in ‘Morning arrivals are also possible, with advance notification’. The 
highly frequent PERSON (417) appears as a part of the pattern ‘[Quantity] + per person’, 
for the purpose of informing potential clients about prices, as in ‘Freshly brewed Tea and 
Coffee £5.25 per person’. The lemma GROUP (382) often collocates with the words 
‘accommodation’, ‘reservation’ and ‘booking(s)’; e.g. ‘Agent commission is payable after 
the Event or final day of Group Accommodation’. DELEGATE (195) accompanies refer-
ences to quantities (occupancy, rates), as in ‘Rates start from £150 per delegate and include 
all of the above day delegate package’. VISITOR (192) usually refers to tourists in the area, 
for example, ‘The International Sports Village is an excellent option for visitors looking for 
a holiday experience that is anything but ordinary’. Finally, TRAVE(L)LER (107) appears 
in combinations such as ‘business traveller(s)’ ‘traveller review(s)’ and others, for example, 
‘We may also record details on joint travellers, including their names and frequent flyer 
numbers, and the age of the driver of the rental car’.

In addition, the nouns customer, client, guests and user are also keywords in the BHW. 
These items deserve to be analysed in detail, together with the top keywords your, you. 
All of them seem to play an important role in the textual dialogue established between 
the persona and the implied consumers. Their frequency is illustrated in Figure 2. 
Absolute frequencies have been normalised per million to allow comparisons with BE06.

Figure 2 shows that the six words used to refer to the implied consumer have higher 
frequencies than those same words in the BE06. Very prominently, you and your have the 

Table 1. Top keywords in BHW.

Rank Frequency LL Word

1 3698 7252.85 hotel
2 4675 5221.18 your
3 3077 4859.94 room
4 4455 4702.23 our
5 1661 3314.54 rooms
6 1168 2491.19 suite
7 5141 2431.12 or
8 1217 2075.14 please
9 5861 2071.36 you
10 921 1885.06 guests

BHW: British hotel websites; LL: log-likelihood algorithm.
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highest absolute frequencies, followed by GUEST and more distantly by CLIENT, 
CUSTOMER and USER.

Words such as client or customer are common in e-commerce; however, the case of 
GUEST appears to be more idiosyncratic; it is more significantly associated with hotel 
accommodation. The words user, customer and guest are often a part of nominalised 
sequences which have a referential function in the BHW. The word customer is fre-
quently found in the compound customer service, and user is found in collocations such 
as user agreement or user information. Guest is found in sequences related to accom-
modation, such as guest house, guest bedroom, or to hotel policies, as in guest privacy 
policy. Furthermore, there are other discursive differences between the lemmas GUEST, 
CLIENT, CUSTOMER and USER.

On average, the lemma GUEST is used 13 times per site. As observed in (1), its use 
corresponds to a conventionalised, euphemistic and polite way of referring to customers 
staying in a hotel, since, in other contexts, guests would not pay for their stay:

(1) Guests enjoy the comfort and convenience of In-Suite Check-In, while we also provide twice-
daily housekeeping, and round-the-clock concierge service, room service and laundry service.

While GUEST is typically encountered in promotional texts, the other lemmas (CLIENT, 
CUSTOMER and USER) are regularly confined to the non-promotional sections in the 
BHW, such as ‘privacy policy’, terms and conditions’, ‘cancellations’ documents, where a 
number of obligations and liabilities are stated. These texts are often perceived as the nega-
tive side of the contract. In this context, the word CLIENT seems to retain a predominantly 
agentive role. Example (2) has been taken from the description of a hotel’s cancellation 
policy:

(2) Where any client cancels any wedding, special event, private dinner or dance after they have 
had written confirmation allowing them to change their date then full cancellation charges will 
apply as per the original date of booking.

Similarly, user(s) is typically encountered in non-promotional texts to inform poten-
tial customers about the implications derived from using the hotel’s online services, as 
illustrated in (3):

(3) By accessing this site, users agree to comply with these terms and conditions of use.

Special attention has been paid in our analysis to your and you, the top ‘implied con-
sumer’ keywords in the BHW. The concordance plot tool in AntConc, which allows 
researchers to view the location of words in corpus texts, shows that you is very evenly 
distributed, found in practically all the websites (113 out of 114 in BHW) in both promo-
tional and non-promotional sections. On average, you has 49 occurrences per website, 
whereas your (present in 108 websites) amounts to no less than 42 occurrences per site. 
The personal pronoun you appears occasionally in combination with customer, as in (4):

(4) You the Customer are strongly advised to read the terms and conditions as set out hereunder 
prior to completing this Reservation process.
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As indicated by Stern (1996: 92), the recurrent presence of you shows that ‘advertis-
ing […] is mimetic of personal dialogue (‘I’ or ‘we’ talking to ‘you’)’. First-person pro-
nouns, Hyland (2005b) has argued, are an example, in academic discourse, of an explicit 
reader-pronoun rhetorical strategy used by writers to involve readers. In sharp contrast 
to this usage in academic writing, first-person plural pronouns on hotel websites do not 
function to engage customers; they invariably refer to the hoteliers’ persona, that is, the 
within-the-text advertiser in the advertising copy, as illustrated in example (5).

(5) We offer special deals if you use our club as a party venue.

Regarding second-person pronouns, Cheng (2016: 93) noted that you is often used to 
‘establish a higher degree of interactivity with reader involvement, creating a sense of 
hospitality’; Cruz et al. (2017) find a similar use of the second-person personal pronoun 
in online brand messages such as Facebook; while Breeze (2015) reports that you is com-
mon in the editorial section of British newspapers, where ‘[t]he writer stages a high 
degree of intimacy with the reader, blurring the boundaries between the public and the 
private sphere’ (p. 42). Likewise, Vaičenonienė (2006: 50) notes that its use is particu-
larly pervasive in English advertising.

One has to be cautious, however, when assigning meanings and functions to words in 
isolation, since out-of-context conflicting interpretations are possible. It is only when 
words are examined with their co-text, by means of corpus techniques such as colloca-
tions, ngrams and concordancing, particularly when exploring large amounts of data, that 
the potential ambiguity can be reduced (Hunston, 2011: 14; Teubert, 2004: 83). In what 
follows, we analyse in detail the contexts in which you has been found.

The results obtained by means of the ngram technique, which yields uninterrupted 
word sequences in a corpus ranked by frequency, show that if you is the 10th most fre-
quent bigram in the BHW corpus. The ngram tool in AntConc was applied setting as 
parameters sequences of two to four words; establishing a minimum cut-off frequency of 
20 cases, and a minimum range of 20 in the entire corpus. The resulting top 10 sequences 
are shown in Table 2

Table 2. Top ngrams in British Hotel Websites (BHW).

Rank Freq. Range Ngram

1 2543 107 of the
2 1997 110 in the
3 1679 105 at the
4 1427 105 to the
5 1102 85 the hotel
6 1100 107 on the
7 799 85 will be
8 757 100 from the
9 746 94 for the
10 738 91 if you
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Remarkably, most sequences in Table 2 are bigrams containing a preposition fol-
lowed by the definite article; in all probability, these are part of longer sequences that 
can introduce referential or informative meaning. However, two bigrams that may 
potentially host interpersonal functions are the hotel and will be. The sequence will be 
is often found in passive constructions where either the persona or the implied con-
sumer function as the grammatical subjects. As for the sequence the hotel, it can be 
either purely referential as in (6), where it indicates location, or interpersonal, as in (7), 
where it represents the persona:

(6) We provide a mail and messaging service as well to ensure you receive your business 
messages and correspondence while you’re at the hotel.

(7) The hotel reserves the right to make an appropriate charge to guests for deep cleaning of 
rooms.

Finally, the bigram, if you, ranked in the 10th position, is the first one that une-
quivocally relates to the implied consumer. This bigram is present in no less than 91 
websites in the BHW, and is the only top sequence that hosts an explicit interper-
sonal function. These results called for a further exploration of conditionals in the 
BHW.

Conditional constructions in the BHW

Johnson-Laird and Byrne (2002: 646) consider conditional reasoning as ‘a central 
part of thinking’ (cf. Rescher, 2007: 1). This may explain why conditionals have 
been discussed in different disciplines, such as philosophy (see Rescher, 2007) and 
psychology (cf. Fugard et al., 2011; Johnson-Laird and Byrne, 2002). In-depth lin-
guistic treatments of conditionals include, among others, Traugott (1986), Dancygier 
(1998) and Declerk and Reed (2001). Gabrielatos (2010: 13, 204) provides an over-
view of conditional typologies in English and discusses overlaps among typologies, 
while Akatsuka (1986) argues in favour of analysing conditionals by considering 
discourse context and the speaker’s attitude. In his research on discursive features of 
advertising, Simpson (2001) draws on pragmatics and systemic-functional linguis-
tics in order to distinguish between ‘tickle’ and ‘reason’ advertisements. Whereas 
‘tickle’ ads appeal to humour, emotions and mood, ‘reason’ ads suggest reasons or 
motives for purchasing products (Simpson, 2001: 589). Drawing on Bernstein’s 
(1974) work, Simpson (2001: 590) regards purposive and causal constructions as 
‘the bedrock of reason texts’ in the advertising copy.

According to Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 476), complex clauses of cause, 
reason, time and manner, ‘[enhance]’ the meaning of another by qualifying it [in 
various ways]’ and establish a cause-effect relationship between propositions. 
Johnson-Laird and Byrne (2002) find that ‘[c]onditionals have an indefinite number 
of meanings (…) and [indicate] a variety of relations between antecedent and conse-
quent’ (p. 674). In this regard, Gabrielatos (2010: 2) highlighted the lack of consen-
sus among linguists ‘as to the number or nature of types of conditionals’. Halliday 
and Matthiessen (2014: 477) place conditional clauses within enhancement 
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categories; they list ‘if’ together with the sequences ‘in the event of’, ‘provided that’, 
and ‘as long as’ among the main markers of condition. All of these, they claim, are 
used to indicate positive condition ‘if P then Q’. By contrast, the conjunctions 
‘unless’, ‘but for’, and ‘without’ are markers of negative condition.

According to Huddleston and Pullum (2002: 738), prototypical conditional con-
structions have three components: if, plus a subordinate clause functioning as its com-
plement (the protasis), and a matrix clause (the apodosis), as illustrated in example (8) 
from the BHW:

(8) If you are a student, please do not send any personal information about yourself to us.

In (8), the marker if is complemented by the protasis, ‘you are a student’, (together 
they form the ‘conditional adjunct’). This is followed by the apodosis in the matrix 
clause, ‘please do not send any personal information about yourself to us’. The sub-
ordinate clause in (8) expresses the condition, whereas the matrix clause is employed 
to formulate a recommendation, by means of a directive preceded by please. 
Nevertheless, conditional constructions can contain more than one protasis or more 
than one apodosis (extended by means of coordination), as shown in (9). Moreover, 
the order of constituents may be reversed, as in (10). Both examples are from the 
BHW:

(9) If you have any requests concerning your personal information or any queries with regard 
to the capture, storage and use of personal information please contact Marketing.

(10) Their superb and experienced crew will liaise with you on the day and leave you with an 
emergency contact number in case you need us once you’re up and running.

A variety of conditional constructions with you as the subject of the protasis (rep-
resenting the implied consumer) were found in the BHW. Table 3 provides a list of the 
most frequent key-cluster conditional constructions obtained from the comparison 
between the BE06 and the BHW. The keyness calculation was obtained using Rayson’s 
‘log-likelihood and effect-size calculator’ (available online at http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/
llwizard.html).

As for the types of conditionals, we distinguished between conditional constructions 
as such, marked by the presence of if, should, in the event of/that, provided that, unless, 
in case, and conditional-concessive constructions, marked by the presence of whether 
and even if. Among them, the absolute frequency of if you tokens was higher than that of 
all the other conditionals taken together.

As observed in Table 3, with the exception of the key-clusters if you, whether you 
and should you, which show the highest token frequencies, the frequencies of the 
remaining clusters is quite low, their presence being confined to a few hotel websites. 
In what follows, we offer a brief description of how these conditional markers are 
used in the BHW and then focus on the description of the three most frequent 
patterns.

http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html
http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/llwizard.html
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Quirk et al. (1985: 1091) and Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 323) suggest that 
sequences containing the complex preposition in the event of may express a contingency 
relationship. For Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 323), the phrases in the event of and in 
case have the sense of ‘if’. Quirk et al. (1985: 1097) suggest that these conditional subordi-
nators are used in indirect conditions of the open type (cf. Huddleston and Pullum, 2002: 
739) and describe open conditions as neutral, given that ‘they leave unresolved the question 
of the fulfilment or nonfulfillment of the conditions, and hence also the truth of the proposi-
tion expressed by the matrix clause’. In their view, the uncertainty of the condition expressed 
by in the event and in case introduces ‘a tentativeness which adds politeness’ to the utterance 
(Quirk et al., 1985: 1097). In (11), hoteliers warn customers of the negative consequences of 
failing to pay incidental charges; in (12) hoteliers supply an emergency phone number:

(11) Such charges will be payable by you on departure and, in the event that you fail to pay any 
such incidental charges, it is a condition of your contract (…).

(12) Their superb and experienced crew will liaise with you on the day and leave you with an 
emergency contact number in case you need us once you’re up and running.

Halliday and Matthiessen (2014: 477) classify unless as a negative conditional subordi-
nator (cf. Quirk et al., 1985: 1093), while Huddleston and Pullum (2002: 755) claim that the 
meaning of unless is equivalent to ‘except if’ or ‘in all circumstances except if’ as shown in 
(13) from BHW here unless is used to introduce some possible negative consequences:

(13) We won’t change your towels in the evening unless you ask us to do so during evening 
turndown service.

The few examples of provided you are located in non-promotional texts. In (14), the 
subordinate clause introduced by provided (meaning ‘on condition that’) establishes the 
necessary condition (to follow the Scottish Outdoor Access Code) that will make it pos-
sible for the guests to enjoy the experience of wild camping:

Table 3. Conditional-you sequences in British hotel websites.

Tokens Range Sequence Construction/
function

Keyness

738 91 if you Conditional 542.81
94 43 whether you Conditional-

Concessive
146.69

51 30 should you Conditional 85.17
10 7 in the event (of/that) you Conditional 24.10
7 7 provided that/you Conditional 8.76
14 8 unless you Conditional 4.26
5 5 even if you Conditional-

Concessive
1.75

3 3 in case you Conditional 1.05
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(14) You can go wild camping in Scotland and enjoy a night under the stars–provided you 
follow the Scottish Outdoor Access Code.

As for the very few instances of even if you, these indicate concession. In (15), the 
hotelier indicates that the consumer can check in late and still remain ‘eligible’:

(15) By securing your online reservation with a credit card, you are eligible for our Reservations 
Guarantee even if you check in late (after 6:00 pm).

The marker whether has been classified as a concessive conditional subordinator, used 
with indirect questions (cf. Gabrielatos, 2010; Huddleston and Pullum, 2002). In the BHW, 
whether you, one of the most frequent conditional markers (94 instances), is a lexico-gram-
matical sequence which appears in patterns such as ‘whether you + would like/want/are look-
ing for […]+or’; it is used to give choices, or describe alternative situations that may affect 
the implied consumer. In (16), the hotelier offers alternative leisure activities to the implied 
customers”

(16) Whether you are looking to simply relax and unwind with a gentle swim or sauna or work-
out in the gymnasium you will find the facilities invigorating and inviting.

In the following section, if you and should you, the two most central conditional con-
structions in the BHW are analysed in greater detail.

‘If you’ and ‘should you’ conditionals in BHW

In his research on the conditional constructions in the BNC, a corpus of contemporary British 
English containing 100 million words (90% written, 10% spoken), Gabrielatos (2010: 49) 
calculated that if-conditionals represented ‘80% of conditional constructions in written British 
English’ (cf. Dancygier, 1998: 14). Consequently, this finding might explain why the fre-
quency of if-conditionals is so high in the BHW. However, the key-cluster analysis confirmed 
that if you was an unusually frequent collocational feature of hotel websites when compared 
with the BE06. The frequency differences, 378.35 per million words in the BE06, and 1503.36 
per million words in the BHW, and its statistical significance (542, 81) suggested that if you 
was a specific feature in the discourse of hotel websites that deserved greater attention.

In the BHW, if you is indisputably the most common expression used to convey 
conditions in a personal and direct way. This bigram accounts for more than 60% of all 
if conditionals (1227) and is present in 91 out of 104 texts (~ 6.5 cases per site), both 
promotional and non-promotional. In terms of meaning, the protasis typically describes 
the consumers’ hypothetical needs, concerns or wishes in realistic situations, while the 
apodosis states the solution provided by the hotelier, as illustrated in (17). Although 
syntactic variation is possible, most frequently the protasis precedes the apodosis:

(17) If you are a family of 4, The Publisher Suite sofa converts to a sofa bed, plus an additional 
fold-out bed can be included.
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The quantitative and qualitative observation of the conditions established in the pro-
tasis reveals the existence of some interesting lexico semantic patterns. That is, the verbs 
that follow if you reveal the existence of semantic preferences that hinge on the idea of 
‘need’ or ‘wish’ (e.g. prefer, require), as illustrated in Table 4.

In the BHW, the conditionals with if you typically follow a problem–solution pattern 
(Hoey, 1994). In the protasis, the implied consumer (you) is hypothetically introduced as 
someone in need of something that can be successfully provided or satisfied by the hotel-
ier (persona), as shown in (18) and (19):

(18) If you wish to hire a car during your stay, please speak to our concierge team.

(19) (…) if you need access to your room before that time, please advise us at the time of 
booking and we will endeavour to have your room ready earlier.

The exploration of concordances suggests that if conditionals (also should condition-
als) followed by a directive in the apodosis was a recurrent structure. Among other pos-
sible pragmatic functions, these directives should be interpreted as examples of 
suggestions rather than orders, since the presence of politeness markers such as ‘please’ 
or ‘feel free to’ help to mitigate any force of obligation that might be implied by the use 
of the imperative. Frequently, the apodosis provides an indirect solution, as in (18) and 
(19), in which the implied consumer is advised to contact the hotel staff.

Other examples of the if you pattern, however, could be interpreted as warnings. 
Example (20) appeared in a non-promotional text dealing with cancellation policies, 
where instructions and warnings were commonly found. In example (20) the hypotheti-
cal act carried out by the implied consumer (cancel after 4 pm) may have negative con-
sequences (the hotel will penalise the client):

(20) If you wish to cancel, please do so by 4 pm, hotel local time, on the day of arrival to avoid 
cancellation penalties.

Regarding their meaning and pragmatic function, if you conditional constructions are 
used to negotiate the deontic rights of the implied consumer and the persona. The hotelier 

Table 4. Phraseological patterns in the British hotel websites (BHW) protases.

Tokens Most common if-you patterns

103 if you have (*) questions/requests/queries, etc.
80 if you would/ ‘d like/prefer
43 if you wish
37 if you do not
37 if you want
35 if you are/you ‘re interested in/looking for/planning/searching/seeking, etc.
18 if you prefer
18 if you require
16 if you need
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is granted the status of the ‘epistemic authority concerning the matter under discussion’ 
(cf. Nissi, 2016: 314) from which obligations, prohibitions and permissions stem 
(Huddleston and Pullum, 2002: 178). Needless to say that actual consumers may chal-
lenge such an authority based on their own knowledge, any information or evaluation 
gathered from the reviews provided by former customers (cf. Buhalis and Hyun Jun, 
2011). Pragmatically, if you seems to function as a genuinely persuasive device by pro-
viding a degree of ‘tentativeness’ and politeness to the propositional content (cf. Quirk 
et al., 1985: 1097), thus helping to mitigate the imposition conveyed by the frequent 
presence of directives (cf. Biber et al., 1999: 821).

Finally, the second key type of conditional constructions in the BHW is should you, 
which amounts to 51 cases and is present in 30 hotel websites in promotional and non-
promotional sections. Although its frequency is much lower than that of the if you sequence 
described above, its overall frequency is in sharp contrast with the scarcity of occurrences 
in general English, as represented in the BE06, where only 7 cases were found.

Quirk et al. (1985: 1094) attribute the use of the inverted sequence ‘should+subject’ 
to literary style, in which should has ‘little modal meaning of its own’ (Huddleston 
and Pullum (2002: 187). In their corpus-based grammar, Biber et al. (1999) remark 
that the conditional pattern should you is relatively rare in contemporary English, 
being particularly related to ‘more formal, expository registers’ (p. 852). The bigram 
should you is more commonly found in the BHW in patterns such as should you wish 
(14 cases), should you require (9 cases) and should you have (7 cases). In these 
cases, should you is used to introduce hypothetical situations which seem to go 
beyond the scope of standard requirements. The compliance of those contributes to 
enhance the positive image of the hotel, as illustrated in (21):

(21) Should you wish to check in outside of our opening times, please do let us know so that we 
can organise check in with a member of our bar staff.

The pattern should you is also preferred in suggestions that may be considered as 
belonging to the realm of the private and the personal. In these cases, should you miti-
gates the act of intrusion of the hotel in the private domain of its clients (22):

(22) Should you wish to meet with friends before heading out for the evening why not arrange 
to meet in The Tempus Bar

As is the case with the bigram if you, some of the verbs that frequently combine with 
should you are ‘wish’, ‘want’ and ‘have’. The choice between the two conditional pat-
terns may be purely stylistic, since the should-conditional can be interpreted as a more 
formal or polite way of addressing the implied customer than the if-conditional. However, 
both if you and should you appear to perform a similar function in the BHW, that of 
reducing the illocutionary force of obligation present in advice, recommendations, 
instructions or warnings concerning what to do in some realistic or hypothetical 
situations.
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The main difference between if you and should you affects their distribution in the 
corpus: the bigram should you is more often found in non-promotional texts, as in (23) 
where a hotel warns their clients about the negative consequences of departing earlier:

(23) Should you choose to depart early, price is subject to change.

Conclusion

This article focused on the presence of the implied consumer (Stern, 1994) in a corpus of 
114 British Hotel Websites, which amounted to approximately half a million words. The 
methodology for the analysis followed a CADS approach and used different corpus tech-
niques available through the AntConc toolkit for the exploration of the corpus – namely 
frequency lists, keyword, ngram analysis, concordances and concordance plots. In order 
to clarify the meaning and function of the most recurrent patterns, we used the British 
English 2006 as a reference corpus of contemporary British English.

The analysis revealed certain choices used by hoteliers to refer to the implied con-
sumer. The preference for one or another word to refer to customers was often associated 
with their discursive function. The euphemistic GUEST, for example, was often found in 
promotional texts, whereas the lemmas CUSTOMER, CLIENT and USER were more 
regularly found in non-promotional texts. Whereas promotional texts can be said to have 
a more persuasive nature, non-promotional texts mostly inform potential clients about 
requirements, cancellation policies, instructions and warnings.

Among the words used to address the implied consumer, the pronoun you emerged as 
the most frequent word used to interact with potential clients. While the words guest, 
customer, client and user refer to the client in the third person, you and your addressed 
the implied consumer directly. Vaičenonienė (2006) claimed that second-person pro-
nouns are a widespread feature of English advertising, which serve the purpose of estab-
lishing a persuasive and direct dialogue with potential customers, by creating an 
atmosphere that shortens the social distance between speaker and addressee.

An important finding that emerged from applying a corpus-driven approach was the 
high frequency of the sequence if you (also a key cluster), which pointed to the presence 
of an explicit interpersonal metafunction that involved the implied consumer. The pres-
ence of if you in the study corpus was quite evenly distributed and pervasive. Practically 
all hotels showed instances of this usage, on an average of 6.5 per hotel website. A more 
detailed analysis indicated a less prominent use of other conditional constructions such 
as the conditional-concessive sequence whether you, typically used to introduce choices, 
and the fairly formal conditional should you.

The genuine conditional constructions if you and should you appeared in both promo-
tional and non-promotional sections of the BHW, where they served the goal of engaging 
the implied consumer in direct dialogue with the persona (hoteliers) in a variety of pos-
sible situations. Most conditionals were interpreted as examples of problem–solution 
patterns: the protasis typically presented the implied consumer (you) with a hypothetical 
but realistic problem, often indicated by means of if you followed by a verb expressing 
‘need’ or ‘wish’, and its object; in the apodosis, the hotel customarily offered a solution, 
a suggestion, an instruction or a warning. Quite frequently, the apodosis was realised by 
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a directive, often mitigated by polite markers such as please. A pragmatic and discursive 
reason for relying on conditional constructions may be related to politeness, since condi-
tional constructions contribute to soften the stronger sense of obligation conveyed by 
directives. In so doing, conditional constructions offer a convenient pattern – and are 
therefore a relevant discursive advertising strategy in hotel websites – whose function is 
to introduce and provide details of the hotels’ products or services and engage potential 
customers (implied consumers) in direct dialogue with the hotel (the persona).
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